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foreword and introduction, and aids including 
a bibliography, concordance, and various in-
dexes. What is more, the book is of  the same 
high quality throughout – a testament to the 
strength of  the research behind the words.
A typical entry begins with a collation that 
includes details of  sheet size and format, 
signatures, and leaf  and binding measure-
ments. The remainder of  the entry includes 
references to major catalogues such as the 
Bodleian Incunable Catalogue (Bod-Inc) and 
ISTC, and detailed sections on ownership, 
binding, and use. It is in these final parts dedi-
cated to provenance that we see most vividly 
the social uses for such books. Some entries 
note the presence of  manuscript indexes, 
corrections, and notes, many of  which are 
in sixteenth- or seventeenth-century hands; 
other entries record examples of  bookplates, 
stamps, armorials, and ownership inscrip-
tions, including examples by students and 
divines associated with Westminster Abbey 
or School. Some of  the books are still in their 
contemporary bindings, while many others 
show evidence of  having been rebound at 
later stages. The catalogue may enumerate a 
list of  incunabula, but the entries as a whole 
capture textual traditions spanning the five 
centuries that follow.
Among the most innovative parts of  
the catalogue is the final section devoted to 
printers’ waste. While some of  the fragments 
derive from the bindings of  incunabula, many 
others come from bindings of  post-1501 
imprints in the Westminster collections. But 
why include the fragments? Consider frag-
ment 6. The unsewn conjugate leaves from 
the circa 1494 Venetian imprint Breviarium 
Saresberiense, illustrated here in high-quality, 
colour photographs, are extremely rare. Since 
no complete copy of  this edition of  the Bre-
viarium survives, these fragments form the 
rarest example of  incunabula printing from 
the two collections.
One notable omission from the libraries’ 
holdings is any work produced by England’s 
first printer, William Caxton. Caxton’s press 
“was located within the abbey’s precincts from 
1476 to 1491” (18) and yet he is only repre-
sented by a single fragment in the collection. 
While Caxton may hold only a minor place 
in these two collections, contemporary Eu-
ropean printers, including major figures from 
Basel, Cologne, Paris and Venice, are regular 
fixtures. Readers interested in incunabula will 
naturally be interested in this catalogue, but so 
too will scholars interested in provenance and 
related copy-specific features of  early printed 
Daniel Cook and Amy Culley, eds. Women’s 
Life Writing, 1700–1850: Gender, Genre and 
Authorship. Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2012. x, 254p. ISBN 9780230343078. £56 
(hardback).
Scholars of  life writing often preface their 
studies with caveats about its problematic sta-
tus. As a subgenre poised somewhere between 
history and literature, it presents readers with 
fascinating but often frustrating examples of  
the complex dynamic between the real and the 
representational in historical texts. As the edi-
tors of  the present collection argue, though, 
“life writing has broader implications for our 
understanding of  literary genres, construc-
tions of  gender, the relationship between 
manuscript and print, the mechanisms of  pub-
licity and celebrity, and models of  authorship 
in the period” (1). Drawing inspiration from 
Clare Brant’s influential arguments about the 
myriad but marginalised literary forms that 
many eighteenth-century women produced, 
the chapters in this book cover a diverse range 
of  texts and genres in order to evidence the 
ways in which women’s life writing can enrich 
and transform traditional narratives of  author-
ship, reading, and textual production. At the 
same time, numerous contributors tackle the 
issue of  fact versus fiction in relation to their 
subjects’ textual representations, offering nu-
anced appreciations of  contextual pressures 
as well as creative outcomes.
The introduction and twelve essays in 
this collection encompass an enviable range 
of  knowledge and expertise, from Isobel 
Grundy reminding us of  Lady Mary Wortley 
Montagu’s extraordinary output of  autobio-
graphical material, to Felicity A. Nussbaum’s 
case for the innovatory nature of  Hester 
Thrale Piozzi’s Anecdotes of  Samuel Johnson, in 
which “she infused (auto)biographical writ-
ing with a previously uncharted revelation 
of  private information” (62). Daniel Cook, 
taking a more holistic view of  the vagaries of  
eighteenth-century publishing, argues against 
the search for truth in life writing. Utilising 
Laetitia Pilkington’s Memoirs, he shows that her 
understanding of  the genre is one of  “a know-
ingly fictional pursuit, an extension of  the 
necessary lie of  literature rather than a hand-
maid to historical veracity” (43). Likewise, 
Peter Sabor presents compelling reasons for 
revisiting Frances Burney’s manuscript life 
writings that, unlike the “imaginative” (85) 
reworkings that appeared in print, reveal 
Burney’s more spontaneous construction of  
multiple selves.
A number of  essays introduce neglected 
material or obscured contributions. Catherine 
Delafield reconsiders the collaborative nature 
of  the “life writing cycle” (28) and offers a 
complex account of  the role of  both Burney 
and her niece and editor, Charlotte Barrett, in 
the production of  Burney’s posthumous life 
writings. Gillian Dow introduces an impor-
tant comparative analysis of  the reception of  
“omnipresent” (87) French female-authored 
works in Britain, arguing that these texts help 
reveal British attitudes to femininity and 
memoir writing. Laura Davies’s illuminat-
ing study of  seventeen unpublished letters 
from early Methodist women focuses on the 
women’s unique and sometimes conflicting 
representation of  time as the organising 
principle of  their conversion narratives. Amy 
Culley revisits the court memoir, revealing 
that it can help us to interrogate disciplinary 
boundaries between objective history and 
“linear narratives of  self-development” 
(134). Finally, noting the critical neglect of  
biographies of  women writers themselves, 
Jennie Batchelor concludes the volume with 
a trenchant polemic on the crucial place of  
biography in women’s literary history.
Space precludes mentioning all twelve 
essays, but they are all fine pieces of  scholar-
ship. It is to the credit of  the editors, Cook 
and Culley, and all the contributors that the 
chapters so consistently and productively 
speak to each other. Women’s Life Writing 
will undoubtedly become an important 




books. This volume offers an excellent model 
for future cataloguers to follow.
Scott Schofield
Huron University College, Ontario
Mary Cosgrove. Born Under Auschwitz: Mel-
ancholy Traditions in Postwar German Literature. 
Rochester, NY & Cambridge, UK: Camden 
House, 2014. x, 234p. ISBN 9781571135568. 
£50 (hardback).
Melancholy, the principal focus of  Mary 
Cosgrove’s new monograph, has an estab-
c




lished provenance in European literature; 
Cosgrove seeks to explore variations of  it in 
recent German fiction, examining works by 
Günter Grass, Wolfgang Hildesheimer, Peter 
Weiss, W. G. Sebald, and Iris Hanika. Her 
point of  reference throughout is the 1514 
engraving by Albrecht Dürer titled Melencolia 
I, itself  the subject of  numerous scholarly 
inquiries.
Cosgrove’s book is superbly researched 
and frequently thought-provoking, particu-
larly as it proceeds from the experience of  
melancholy in the work of  Grass, whom she 
nominates as a member of  the Holocaust 
“perpetrator collective,” to Hildesheimer and 
the “victim collective,” through the others 
until she finally concludes that “collective 
guilt” remains a good thing for all Germans 
to maintain and from which to suffer. There 
is such a thing, she claims, as the “ethics of  
memory” (59), and the duty of  remembering 
German guilt is a worthy one. Yet many young 
Germans no longer have an emotional con-
nection to the Holocaust. The reunification 
of  Germany has accelerated the unethical 
development of  “Shoa business” (186), the 
memory industry in Germany. By the book’s 
conclusion, Cosgrove recognizes (as does au-
thor Hanika) that such ethical considerations 
are on the wane; young Germans are tired of  
feeling guilty – though many retain feelings 
of  guilt for not feeling guilty.
Such conceits make this book fascinating, 
though the overuse of  postmodernist jargon 
dulls the sharp edges of  Cosgrove’s insights, 
most notably those about Grass and Sebald. 
Her overestimations about the “melancholy 
performative” (37) are good examples; she 
claims that the work of  some linguistic phi-
losophers has revealed the importance of  
certain indicative constructions in language, 
by which one’s statements are genuine actions. 
It is true that in Roman legal tradition state-
ments allowed husbands to obtain a divorce 
simply by throwing a pot against a wall and 
declaring his intent. Such assertions, however 
private and unwitnessed, were nonetheless 
performative; they were not merely utter-
ances but constituted formations that were 
“performed.” It is a profoundly unreasonable 
stretch to apply such abstractions to literary 
interpretations of  the Holocaust. “We might 
view this,” Cosgrove maintains, “from a de-
constructionist angle in terms of  the perfor-
mative that indicates a lack of  original, unitary 
meaning … The heterogeneity of  meaning 
that emerges in this space of  ambivalence is 
the general condition of  language, according 
Joseph A. Dane. Out of  Sorts: On Typography 
and Print Culture. Philadelphia and Oxford: 
University of  Pennsylvania Press, 2011. xii, 
242p., ill. ISBN 9780812242942. £39 / US 
$59.95 (hardback).
Joseph A. Dane. Blind Impressions: Methods 
and Mythologies in Book History. Philadelphia: 
University of  Pennsylvania Press, 2013. viii, 
224p., ill. ISBN 9780812245493. £42.50 / US 
$65 (hardback).
Joseph Dane clearly has a way with titles. 
These two books are both products of  the 
“Material Texts” series from Penn, and might 
be considered, in style as well as content, as 
developments of  Dane’s previous feisty (or 
at least contentious) The Myth of  Print Culture: 
Essays on Evidence, Textuality, and Bibliographical 
Analysis (Toronto, 2003). Indeed, Dane admits 
that Out of  Sorts is “an extension of  a polemic 
I have been conducting for several years” 
(191). The books show one of  our most 
prolific bibliographers and book historians 
in a playful mood, illustrating wide-ranging 
problems in technical “hard” bibliography by 
enlisting a similarly technical term (but one 
with an unexpected figurative usage) to draw 
in a more general readership. Let it then be 
said that neither title is much of  a guide to the 
contents of  the books. Out of  Sorts, despite its 
dust jacket illustration of  individual pieces of  
type (“sorts”), does not have those individual 
pieces as the main focus of  its much more 
wide-ranging account of  typographical oddi-
ties in the production of  copies in the age of  
the printed book; and Blind Impressions, despite 
its dust jacket attempt to render the shadowed 
effect of  uninked letterpress, is not a techni-
cal guide to this feature alone, in, say, the 
manner of  Randall McLeod, who has made 
the study of  uninked (“blind”) relief  all his 
own, and who gets an entire “Typographical 
… Interlude” in Out of  Sorts devoted to his 
other analytical techniques. Dane cannot be 
the first reader to admit that McLeod’s “FIAT 
fLUX” is “difficult to summarize…(as I am 
sure its author intended it to be)” (95), but 
the playful manner and technical dexterity of  
both Dane and McLeod make them not-so-
strange bedfellows. Is this legerdemain (even 
misrepresentation) a disservice to serious 
bibliography? Clearly not, and a review of  
Dane’s two books with similar provocative 
design features should I think give credit to 
the designer, John Hubbard, who is an active 
collaborator in the message and method of  
the books.
Given that the canny reader of  Dane’s 
œuvre will probably not expect the chapter on 
“The Red and the Black” in Impressions to of-
fer a study of  Stendhal (the essay is innocent 
of  any mention of  the French novelist) but 
to concentrate on the technical problems of  
two-colour printing in letterpress, there is an 
understanding that this play with titles is not 
an attempt to mislead but a rhetorical ploy 
that enlivens the presentation of  bibliographi-
cal evidence. And sometimes the allusion in 
a title (“Bibliographers of  the Mind” in Blind 
Impressions, with its reference to D. F. McKen-
zie’s much-cited “Printers of  the Mind”) can 
be illuminating as well as informative. Simi-
to Jacques Derrida” (6). Nonsense.
Esoteric ruminations on the ambivalence 
of  language and the “destabilizing” of  ideas 
about humanism notwithstanding, the broad 
term “melancholy” has different and often 
contradictory connotations. Ambivalence 
“also informs medical accounts of  melan-
choly,” Cosgrove notes: “[d]istinct from 
other kinds of  sadness, melancholy is usually 
a sadness with insufficient cause: the subject 
struggles to identify and name what caused 
his sadness” (6). Here the author fails to go 
further with a much-needed clinical investiga-
tion. While certain postmodernist trends may 
reflect a “heterogeneity of  meaning” about 
melancholy, there is no mention whatsoever 
of  various shadings of  the mental distress 
she purports to analyse, skipping over bipolar 
disorder, depression, schizophrenia, mood 
swings, adult attention hyperactivity disorder,r 
and a whole host of  other maladies. She 
is instead content to settle on the long-en-
trenched terms “good melancholy” and “bad 
melancholy:” the former provides a literary 
artist with opportunities to transcend sadness, 
while the latter relegates him to inertia.
The title Born Under Auschwitz derives from 
Rudolph and Margot Wittkower’s Born Under 
Saturn (1963), which examined the popular 
image of  the artist as an eccentric, noble 
genius. Saturn is “the astral mentor” of  such a 
figure (9). Today, however, it signals the com-
ing-of-age (after 1945) of  authors who use 
melancholy as a means of  crafting an ethical 
discourse of  literary commemoration.
William Grange
University of  Nebraska, Lincoln
